Ys-UP America!
“Resurrecting the
Promise of America”

Ys-UP America!
Mission Statement
Ys-UP America! — resurrects the “Promise of

In modern business parlance,

To be an American you must believe
in the America described in the Preamble
of the U.S. Constitution that clearly
states our Founding Fathers’ intent to
create a government — “of the People,
by the People and for the People” —
that ensured equal opportunity for all the
People, while protecting minorities from
the whims of the majority and maintaining
the separation of Church and State (aka:
Social-ism vis-a-vis the teachings of Jesus
Christ. Ref: The Jefferson Bible, available
online). For a description of an American,
go to Church of Our Founding Fathers at:
www.ChurchOfOurFoundingFather.org.
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America” as envisioned by our Founding Fathers, whose
Vision and Dreams have been washed away by Modern
America’s rising tide of Narcissism, Greed and Ignorance.
Do America’s Vets know what their fallen comrades died
for? Not if they graduated from U.S. K-12/16/20 schools.

The later attached Bill of Rights and subsequent Amendments are specific Rights of
American citizens. These are the only “Rights”
delineated in the U.S. Constitution. “Powers”
and “Rights” are not synonymous.

Delivering America’s Promise to
All Americans — NOW! (Skype-Right-In Sessions)

“We shall notably save, or meanly lose,
the last best hope of earth.”

STEP

Preamble
to the
United States
Constitution
(September 17, 1787)

“We the People of the United States,
in Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,
provide for the common defence,
promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty
to ourselves and our Posterity,
do ordain and establish this Constitution

for the United States of America.”
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Intro Session with Ys-Aide; 60␣ minutes; $24/person;
to 48 participants; includes Mi-Ys-Guide.
Defining America’s Promise: 3 Sessions with Ys-Aide;
60 minutes; $96/person; to 36 participants; includes
Mi-Ys-Guide.
(see our PayPal “Pay Master”)
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2020 AD: “We are now engaged in a
great Civil War testing whether this
Nation or any Nation so conceived and
so dedicated can long endure.” At the
moment (2020 ) the survival of “Man’s
last best Hope” is far from certain.

the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution is
America’s Mission Statement. The Text of
the Constitution built the legal/political
structure/functionality that could achieve the
Goals of the Preamble. Any Statute Law that
does not support one of the stated Goals in
the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution is
unconstitutional. (The Rule of Law)

Website: www.YsUpAmerica.com
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Email: info@YsUpAmerica.com
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